Ted’s Handy Hanging Instructions.

Get the Ted rolling.
First things first, check that your wallcoverings are as ordered and as specified.
Before hanging, check for damage and ensure all rolls have the same batch
number.
In case of fault, Ted’s got you covered. We will always replace your
wallcoverings, as long as no more than three drops of material have been
hung.
Unfortunately, Ted can’t cover any claims for labour costs or other damages.
Any queries must be accompanied by proof of purchase, so keep your receipt.
Ted’s on a roll.
Do not hang wallcoverings on damp walls or wall veneer.
Prepare the walls by removing any pesky traces of dirt, grease, old
wallpaper and loose paint.
Absorbent surfaces will need to be primed so use something like Murabond
Primer.
Light coloured wallcoverings are fussy and will need to be hung on a light,
uniform surface.
Ted’s at the reel.
Here’s where things get sticky. Use a strong adhesive like Murabond
Heavy and follow the instructions.
Getting the hang of it.
Now for the dos and don’ts. Start by measuring and cut from the roll.
Measure the length required and leave an extra 5cm at each end
to allow for any miscalculations.
For printed patterns, plan your match from the roll before cutting.
Number each strip before attempting to hang in a sequence.
Ted Baker wallcoverings are usually hung straight but designs that require
reverse hanging will have appropriate labels attached.
Using a roller, apply the adhesive evenly to the wall.
Lay the first strip of wall covering onto the adhesive with a soft spatula,
working in an up and down motion.
So far, so good? Align the pattern as required, butting each strip to form a tight
joint.
Avoid getting the adhesive on the face of the wallcovering as it’s tricky to clean
off.
Take care not to overwork the joints. Lastly, wait 15 minutes before trimming the
top and bottom of the drops.

Free match – A free match design requires no aligning and so is the easiest of
the pattern matches to hang. It does not matter how you place adjacent
strips, the pattern will line up. Free match results in the least amount of
wasted paper compared to the other pattern matches available.

Straight match – Straight match is simply that the design matches in a
horizontal line across adjacent strips. The design from left to right on one strip
will be the same on the next one and so on.

Reverse Alternate Lengths - Reverse hang is a method that is often seen with
plain or embossed wallpaper and it is the process of placing adjacent strips
in alternating directions. Ultimately, every other strip is reversed in direction.
The reason why plain wallpaper might have to be reverse hung is to prevent
shading.

Offset match – This is perhaps the hardest to hang. Offset match is simply a
design which, in order for adjacent strips to match up, every second strip
must be offset or dropped by the distance of its drop match. Basically, the
edge of the wallpaper only matches the edge of the second strip when it is
dropped by a specific distance. The best technique for hanging offset
match wallpaper is to cut and align the strips on a pasting table before
pasting and hanging. Offset match wallpaper has the most waste
associated with it.

Here are some essential decorating items we would suggest you have to hand.
You will need the following:
- Paste (we recommend using our Murabond Heavy adhesive)
- Dust sheet or a good floor protector
- Pasting brush or roller, preferably both.
- Sharp knife or snap off blade
- A plumb bob or a laser level if you have one
- Clean sponges and bucket of clean water
- Smoothing brush or plastic spatula
- A tape measure
- Straight edge or metal ruler
- A sharp pencil
- Good sharp scissors
- Soft wiping cloth
- Ladder
A handy hint! Having an artist’s chalk or pastel as part of your decorating kit can help
prevent
white edges showing at the seams. Dark coloured wallpapers may need their edges
colouring with a slightly lighter chalk or pastel.

FAQ; www.muraspec.com/tedbaker/faq

